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How Democracies Die Steven Levitsky 2019-01-08 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Comprehensive,
enlightening, and terrifyingly timely. ̶The New York Times Book Review (Editors' Choice) WINNER OF THE
GOLDSMITH BOOK PRIZE • SHORTLISTED FOR THE LIONEL GELBER PRIZE • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • Time • Foreign Affairs • WBUR • Paste Donald Trump s
presidency has raised a question that many of us never thought we d be asking: Is our democracy in danger?
Harvard professors Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt have spent more than twenty years studying the
breakdown of democracies in Europe and Latin America, and they believe the answer is yes. Democracy no
longer ends with a bang̶in a revolution or military coup̶but with a whimper: the slow, steady weakening of
critical institutions, such as the judiciary and the press, and the gradual erosion of long-standing political
norms. The good news is that there are several exit ramps on the road to authoritarianism. The bad news is
that, by electing Trump, we have already passed the first one. Drawing on decades of research and a wide
range of historical and global examples, from 1930s Europe to contemporary Hungary, Turkey, and Venezuela,
to the American South during Jim Crow, Levitsky and Ziblatt show how democracies die̶and how ours can be
saved. Praise for How Democracies Die What we desperately need is a sober, dispassionate look at the
current state of affairs. Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt, two of the most respected scholars in the field of
democracy studies, offer just that. ̶The Washington Post Where Levitsky and Ziblatt make their mark is in
weaving together political science and historical analysis of both domestic and international democratic crises;
in doing so, they expand the conversation beyond Trump and before him, to other countries and to the deep
structure of American democracy and politics. ̶Ezra Klein, Vox If you only read one book for the rest of the
year, read How Democracies Die. . . .This is not a book for just Democrats or Republicans. It is a book for all
Americans. It is nonpartisan. It is fact based. It is deeply rooted in history. . . . The best commentary on our
politics, no contest. ̶Michael Morrell, former Acting Director of the Central Intelligence Agency (via Twitter)
A smart and deeply informed book about the ways in which democracy is being undermined in dozens of
countries around the world, and in ways that are perfectly legal. ̶Fareed Zakaria, CNN
America in the Cold War: A Reference Guide William T. Walker Ph.D. 2014-01-22 Including extensive, balanced
information, keen insights, and helpful research tools, this book provides a valuable resource for students or
general readers interested in American policy, diplomacy, and conduct during the Cold War. • Provides a solid
introduction to the Cold War era that incorporates information from the latest scholarship • Documents the
myriad impacts, both obvious and subtle, of the Cold War on American culture • Supplies a thorough
annotated bibliography that includes primary and secondary sources, both standards and very recent
studies̶ideal for students and others interested in research • Constitutes a convenient research tool for high
school and undergraduate students writing term papers or preparing theses on Cold War-related topics
The Conflict in Ukraine Serhy Yekelchyk 2015-08-06 When guns began firing again in Europe, why was it
Ukraine that became the battlefield? Conventional wisdom dictates that Ukraine's current crisis can be traced
to the linguistic differences and divided political loyalties that have long fractured the country. However this
theory only obscures the true significance of Ukraine's recent civic revolution and the conflict's crucial
international dimension. The 2013-14 Ukrainian revolution presented authoritarian powers in Russia with both

a democratic and a geopolitical challenge. President Vladimir Putin reacted aggressively by annexing the
Crimea and sponsoring the war in eastern Ukraine; and Russia's actions subsequently prompted Western
sanctions and growing international tensions reminiscent of the Cold War. Though the media portrays the
situation as an ethnic conflict, an internal Ukrainian affair, it is in reality reflective of a global discord, stemming
from differing views on state power, civil society, and democracy. The Conflict in Ukraine: What Everyone Needs
to Know explores Ukraine's contemporary conflict and complicated history of ethnic identity, and it does do so
by weaving questions of the country's fraught relations with its former imperial master, Russia, throughout the
narrative. In denying Ukraine's existence as a separate nation, Putin has adopted a stance similar to that of the
last Russian tsars, who banned the Ukrainian language in print and on stage. Ukraine emerged as a nation-state
as a result of the imperial collapse in 1917, but it was subsequently absorbed into the USSR. When the former
Soviet republics became independent states in 1991, the Ukrainian authorities sought to assert their country's
national distinctiveness, but they failed to reform the economy or eradicate corruption. As Serhy Yekelchyk
explains, for the last 150 years recognition of Ukraine as a separate nation has been a litmus test of Russian
democracy, and the Russian threat to Ukraine will remain in place for as long as the Putinist regime is in power.
In this concise and penetrating book, Yekelchyk describes the current crisis in Ukraine, the country's ethnic
composition, and the Ukrainian national identity. He takes readers through the history of Ukraine's emergence
as a sovereign nation, the after-effects of communism, the Orange Revolution, the EuroMaidan, the annexation
of the Crimean Peninsula, the war in the Donbas, and the West's attempts at peace making. The Conflict in
Ukraine is essential reading for anyone who wants to understand the forces that have shaped contemporary
politics in this increasingly important part of Europe. What Everyone Needs to Know® is a registered trademark
of Oxford University Press.
Goliath versus Goliath Bogdana Depo 2019-07-31 "Goliath versus Goliath" ist eine treffende Beschreibung der
gegenläufigen Bemühungen der EU und Russlands, ihre jeweiligen Ziele in ihrer gemeinsamen Nachbarschaft
zu fördern. Die Demokratisierung der EU und die alternative Agenda Russlands in dieser Region werden mit
Hilfe einer realistischen Machtgleichgewichtsthese verglichen. Die Politik und die Strategien der EU und
Russlands sind in normative, wirtschaftliche und militärische Dimensionen unterteilt. Die Autorin fragt nach
den Gründen für den mangelnden Erfolg der Demokratisierungsagenda der EU in den Ländern der Östlichen
Partnerschaft (Armenien, Aserbaidschan, Weißrussland, Georgien, Moldawien und der Ukraine) zwischen 1991
bis 2016.
Russophobia A. Tsygankov 2009-04-26 The book suggests that the US-Russia post-9/11 partnership did not
endure because much of America's policy is shaped by an ambition to remain the world's only superpower. The
book analyzes the negative role played by Russophobia and advocates a different approach to Russia in the
post-Cold War world.
The Russian Quest for Peace and Democracy Metta Spencer 2012-07-10 The Russian Quest for Peace and
Democracy, by Metta Spencer, traces the changing orientations toward peace and democracy among
Soviet/Russian citizens since 1982, revealing the extreme influence of transnational civil society on Gorbachev's
policies and on the social capital democracy requires. This book is indispensible for those studying comparative
international affairs, peace and disarmament policies, Russian and military history, and the diffusion of ideas.
Branding Democracy Gerald Sussman 2010 Branding Democracy: U.S. Regime Change in Post-Soviet Eastern
Europe is a study of the uses of systemic propaganda in U.S. foreign policy. Moving beyond traditional
understandings of propaganda, Branding Democracy analyzes the expanding and ubiquitous uses of domestic
public persuasion under a neoliberal regime and an informational mode of development and its migration to
the arena of foreign policy. A highly mobile and flexible corporate-dominated new informational economy is
the foundation of intensified Western marketing and promotional culture across spatial and temporal divides,
enabling transnational interests to integrate territories previously beyond their reach. U.S. «democracy
promotion» and interventions in the Eastern European «color revolutions» in the early twenty-first century
serve as studies of neoliberal state interests in action. Branding Democracy will be of interest to students of U.S.
and European politics, political economy, foreign policy, political communication, American studies, and
culture studies.
Branding Post-Communist Nations Nadia Kaneva 2011-09-19 Nation branding--a set of ideas rooted in
Western marketing--gained popularity in the post-communist world by promising a quick fix for the identity
malaise of "transitional" societies. Since 1989, almost every country in Central and Eastern Europe has engaged
in nation branding initiatives of varying scope and sophistication. For the first time, this volume collects in one
place studies that examine the practices and discourses of the nation branding undertaken in these countries.
In addition to documenting various rebranding initiatives, these studies raise important questions about their

political and cultural implications.
Ukraine Serhy Yekelchyk 2020-09-03 Conventional wisdom dictates that Ukraine's political crises can be traced
to the linguistic differences and divided political loyalties that have long fractured the country. However, this
theory obscures the true significance of Ukraine's recent civic revolution and the conflict's crucial international
dimension. The 2013-14 Ukrainian revolution presented authoritarian powers in Russia with both a democratic
and a geopolitical challenge. In reality, political conflict in Ukraine is reflective of global discord, stemming from
differing views on state power, civil society, and democracy. Ukraine's sudden prominence in American politics
has compounded an already-widespread misunderstanding of what is actually happening in the nation. In the
American media, Ukraine has come to signify an inherently corrupt place, rather than a real country struggling
in the face of great challenges. Ukraine: What Everyone Needs to Know® is an updated edition of Serhy
Yekelchyk's 2015 publication, The Conflict in Ukraine. It addresses Ukraine's relations with the West, particularly
the United States, from the perspective of Ukrainians. The book explains how independent Ukraine fell victim
to crony capitalism, how its people rebelled twice in the last two decades in the name of democracy and
against corruption, and why Russia reacted so aggressively to the strivings of Ukrainians. Additionally, it looks
at what we know about alleged Ukrainian interference in the 2016 US presidential election, the factors behind
the stunning electoral victory of the political novice Volodymyr Zelensky, and the ways in which the events
leading to the impeachment proceedings against President Donald Trump have changed the Russia-UkraineUS relationship. This volume is essential reading for anyone who wants to understand the forces that have
shaped contemporary politics in this increasingly important part of Europe, as well as the international
background of the impeachment proceedings in the US.
Putin: His Downfall and Russia's Coming Crash Richard Lourie 2017-07-18 Lourie posits that "Putin's Russia will
collapse just as Imperial Russia did in 1917 and as Soviet Russia did in 1991. The only questions are when, how
violently, and with how much peril for the world. The U.S. election complicates everything, including Putin's
next land grab, exploitations of the Arctic, cyber-espionage, Putin and China ... and many more ...
topics"--Provided by publisher.
Competitive Authoritarianism Steven Levitsky 2010-08-16 Based on a detailed study of 35 cases in Africa, Asia,
Latin America, and post-communist Eurasia, this book explores the fate of competitive authoritarian regimes
between 1990 and 2008. It finds that where social, economic, and technocratic ties to the West were extensive,
as in Eastern Europe and the Americas, the external cost of abuse led incumbents to cede power rather than
crack down, which led to democratization. Where ties to the West were limited, external democratizing
pressure was weaker and countries rarely democratized. In these cases, regime outcomes hinged on the
character of state and ruling party organizations. Where incumbents possessed developed and cohesive
coercive party structures, they could thwart opposition challenges, and competitive authoritarian regimes
survived; where incumbents lacked such organizational tools, regimes were unstable but rarely democratized.
Putin's Preventive Counter-Revolution Robert Horvath 2013-02-11 This book examines the 'preventive counterrevolution,' a programme of reforms and repression that transformed the face of Russian politics during
Vladimir Putin's second term as president. Kremlin propagandists hailed this programme as a defence of
national sovereignty against Western attempts to foment a 'velvet revolution' in Russia. But this book shows
that the Putin regime was reacting to a real domestic threat: opposition leaders and youth activists who had
begun to employ 'velvet' revolutionary methods in a campaign to harness popular grievances and to challenge
Putin in the streets and at the ballot box. It traces the formulation and implementation of the regime's twotrack response, which was based on a careful analysis of the lessons of the recent 'velvet (or coloured )
revolutions in Georgia and Ukraine. The first track was repressive: the imposition of controls on NGOs,
restrictions on electoral competition, and a crackdown on opposition demonstrations. The second was the
mobilisation of supporters in 'patriotic' youth organisations that employed both gang violence and 'velvet'
revolutionary techniques. Drawing on a wide range of Russian-language sources, including opposition activists'
blogs, this book charts the end of Russia's experiment with liberal democracy and the emergence of a new type
of authoritarian order.
Rigged David Shimer 2021-10-05 The definitive history of the covert struggle between Russia and America to
influence elections, why the threat to American democracy is greater than ever, and what we can do about it.
This is "the first book to put the story of Russian interference into a broader context.... Extraordinary and
gripping" (The New York Times Book Review). Russia's interference in the 2016 elections marked only the latest
chapter of a hidden and revelatory history. In Rigged, David Shimer tells the sweeping story of covert electoral
interference past and present. He exposes decades of secret operations̶by the KGB, the CIA, and Vladimir
Putin's Russia̶to shape electoral outcomes, melding deep historical research with groundbreaking interviews

with more than 130 key players, from leading officials in both the Trump and Obama administrations to CIA and
NSA directors to a former KGB general. Throughout history and in 2016, both Russian and American operations
achieved their greatest success by influencing the way voters think, rather than tampering with actual vote
tallies. Understanding 2016 as one battle in a much longer war is essential to comprehending the critical threat
currently posed to America's electoral sovereignty and how to defend against it. Illuminating how the lessons
of the past can be used to protect our democracy in the future, Rigged is an essential book for readers of every
political persuasion.
Conflict in the Former USSR Matthew Sussex 2012-10-04 This book examines a major concern in international
security: the nature and causes of conflict in the former Soviet Union.
Nonviolent Revolutions Sharon Erickson Nepstad 2011-07-28 In this work, Sharon Erickson Nepstad analyzes
civilian insurrections in China, East Germany, Panama, Chile, Kenya, and the Philippines.
US Foreign Policy Towards Russia in the Post-Cold War Era David Parker 2019-06-25 This book discusses how
the ideas, expectations and mind-sets that formed within different US foreign policy making institutions during
the Cold War have continued to influence US foreign policy making vis-à-vis Russia in the post-Cold War era,
with detrimental consequences for US‒Russia relations. It analyses what these ideas, expectations and mindsets are, explores how they have influenced US foreign policy towards Russia as ideational legacies, including
the ideas that Russia is untrustworthy, has to be contained and that in some aspects the relationship is
necessarily adversarial, and outlines the consequences for US‒Russian relations. It considers these ideational
legacies in depth in relation to NATO enlargement, democracy promotion, and arms control and sets the
subject in its wider context where other factors, such as increasingly assertive Russian foreign policy, impact on
the relationship. It concludes by demonstrating how tension and mistrust have continued to grow during the
Trump administration and considers the future for US‒Russian relations.
Memory Politics in the Shadow of the New Cold War Grzegorz Nycz 2021-12-06 This book addresses memory
politics and their evolution as an academic discipline, including memory studies. It explores national and
international debates about conflicting interpretations of the recent past, including WWII remembering, the
annexation of Ukraine, the reformed history teaching in Putin s Russia, Historikerstreit and the holocaust in
Germany, and the legacy and role of nuclear weapons in international relations in the USA in the context of the
so called New Cold War.
Russia after 2020 J. L. Black 2021-09-26 This book presents a comprehensive survey of the current state of
Russia and how Russia is likely to develop in the immediate future. Not always sticking to the mainstream
narrative, it covers political events including Putin s constitutional reforms of January 2020 and their likely
consequences, economic developments, Russia s international relations and military activities, and changes
and issues in Russian society, including in education, the place of women, health care and religion. Special
attention is paid to manifestations of the COVID-19 pandemic. The book s overall conclusion is that events of
2020 may compel Putin to think again before he decides whether to run for office in 2024.
Putin's Virtual War William Nester 2020-02-19 A look at the Russian leader s successful use of hard military
and economic power and soft psychological power through information warfare, or fake news. Vladimir
Putin has tightly ruled Russia since 31 December 1999, and will firmly assert power from the Kremlin for the
foreseeable future. Many fear and loath him for his brutality, for ordering opponents imprisoned on trumped
up charges and even murdered. Yet most Russians adore him for rebuilding the economy, state authority, and
national pride. Putin has mastered the art of power. Depending on what is at stake, that involves the deft
wielding of appropriate or smart ingredients of hard physical power like armored divisions,
multinational corporations, and assassins, and soft psychological power like diplomats, honey-traps, cybertrolls, and fake news factories to defeat threats and seize opportunities. Russian hackers penetrated the
Democratic National Committee (DNC) and Hillary Clinton s campaign organization, extracted tens of
thousands of potentially embarrassing emails, and posted them on WikiLeaks. As the Kremlin s latest ruler,
Putin, like most of his predecessors, is as realistic as he is ruthless. He knows the limits of Russian hard and soft
power while constantly trying to expand them. He is doing whatever he can to advance Russian national
interests as he interprets them. In Putin s mind, Russia can rise only as far as the West can fall. And on multiple
fronts he is methodically advancing to those ends. Putin s Virtual War reveals just how and why he does so,
and the dire consequences for America, Europe, and the world beyond. The author has set out the dangers
that Putin has brought to the world in a must-read book. ̶Firetrench
No Precedent, No Plan Martin G. Gilman 2010 Review: "In 1998, President Boris Yeltsin's government defaulted
on its domestic debt and Russia experienced a financial meltdown that brought it to the brink of disaster. In No
Precedent, No plan, Martin Gilman offers an insider's view of Russia's financial crisis. As the International

Monetary Fund's senior person in Moscow, Gilman was in the eye of the storm. Russia's policy response to the
economic collapse stemming from the disintegration of the Soviet Union was chaotic. Fiscal deficits loomed in
anticipation of future budget revenue that never seemed to materialize--despite repeated promises to the IMF.
The rapid buildup of sovereign debt would have challenged even a competent government. In the new Russia,
with its barely functioning government and no consensus on the path toward democratic and economic
transformation, domestic politics trumped economic common sense." "Gilman argues that the debt default,
although avoidable, actually spurred Russia to integrate its economy with the rest of the world. In analyzing the
ordeal of the 1998 crisis, Gilman suggests that the IMF helped Russia avoid an even greater catastrophe. He
details the IMF's involvement and underscores the unique challenge that Russia presented to the IMF. There
really was no precedent, even if economist Joseph Stiglitz and others argued otherwise. In recounting Russia's
emergence from the IMF's tutelage, Gilman explains how the shell-shocked Russian public turned to Vladimir
Putin in search of stability after the trauma of 1998. And although Russia's own prospects are favorable, Gilman
expresses concern that the 1998 Russian default could serve as an unfortunate precedent for sovereign defaults
in the future with the IMF once again playing a similar role." "No Precedent, No Plan offers a definitive
account--the first from an insider's perspective--of Russia's painful transition to a market economy."--BOOK
JACKET
How to Rig an Election Nic Cheeseman 2018-04-24 An engrossing analysis of the pseudo-democratic methods
employed by despots around the world to retain control Contrary to what is commonly believed, authoritarian
leaders who agree to hold elections are generally able to remain in power longer than autocrats who refuse to
allow the populace to vote. In this engaging and provocative book, Nic Cheeseman and Brian Klaas expose the
limitations of national elections as a means of promoting democratization, and reveal the six essential
strategies that dictators use to undermine the electoral process in order to guarantee victory for themselves.
Based on their firsthand experiences as election watchers and their hundreds of interviews with presidents,
prime ministers, diplomats, election officials, and conspirators, Cheeseman and Klaas document instances of
election rigging from Argentina to Zimbabwe, including notable examples from Brazil, India, Nigeria, Russia,
and the United States̶touching on the 2016 election. This eye-opening study offers a sobering overview of
corrupted professional politics, while providing fertile intellectual ground for the development of new
solutions for protecting democracy from authoritarian subversion.
The Dark Double Andrei P. Tsygankov 2019-03-01 Although many observers argue that US-Russia relations are
a simple reflection of elites' political and economic preferences in both countries, these preferences tend to
arise from pre-existing belief systems that are deeply rooted in the public and accentuated by mass media. In
Dark Double, Andrei P. Tsygankov focuses on the driving power of values and media, in addition to political and
economic interests, in structuring US-Russia relations. By analyzing mainstream US newspapers and other
media sources, Tsygankov identifies five media narratives involving Russia since the Cold War's end and studies
them through a framework of three inter-related factors: historic and cultural differences between the two
countries, inter-state competition, and polarizing domestic politics. He shows how Americans' negative views
toward Russia draw from a deep wellspring of suspicion and are further enhanced by a biased media that
regularly exploits such negativity, Russia's centralization of power and anti-American attitudes. Given the
intensity of our current impasse with Russia, Dark Double represents an important intervention that forces us to
think about the sources of conflict in a new way.
Reconfigurations of Authority, Power and Territoriality Rosow, Stephen J. 2022-07-19 Expansive and engaging,
this book investigates the fluidity of sites of power and authority in global politics. Examining the key shifts and
turns of politics in globally oriented spaces since the end of the Cold War, contributions from leading scholars
explore the continually shifting parameters of global governance.
An Orange Revolution Askold Krushelnycky 2006 In 2004, the world watched as hundreds of thousands of
Ukrainians gathered to defy the results of a transparently rigged presidential election. The charismatic
candidate Viktor Yushchenko was disfigured after being poisoned by his opponents. This book is an account of
this historic uprising and the events that led to it.
Multipolarization, South-South Cooperation and the Rise of Post-Hegemonic Governance Efe Can Gürcan
2019-05-08 The crisis of Northern capitalism and failure of hegemonic global governance have created a
facilitative environment for post-hegemonic initiatives promoting South‒South cooperation. Major Southern
countries ‒ especially the BRICS ‒ have taken the lead in pushing for alternative governance mechanisms that
are strongly articulated in the areas of economic, financial, cultural, and defense cooperation. This book focuses
on the historical, political-economic, and geopolitical context in which major Southern countries implement a
post-hegemonic agenda. Providing a global and comprehensive perspective through a series of focused case

studies from Europe, Latin America, Eurasia, and Africa, the author develops a new approach to the
multipolarization of world politics based on "global hegemony". Highly recommended for scholars, students,
and activists involved in global political economy, regionalism studies, and international development, this
book will be of interest to anyone seeking to develop their understanding of world politics and South‒South
cooperation.
Billionaires in World Politics Peter Hägel 2020-12-07 Billionaires in World Politics shows how the privatization
of politics assumes a new dimension when billionaires wield power in world politics, which requires a rethinking of individual agency in International Relations. Structural changes (globalization, neoliberalism,
competition states, and global governance) have generated new opportunities for individuals to become
extremely rich and to engage in politics across borders. The political agency of billionaires is being
conceptualized in terms of capacities, goals, and power, which is contingent upon the specific political field a
billionaire is trying to enter. Six case studies explore the power of billionaires in their pursuit of security, wealth,
and esteem. The chapter on security analyzes Raj Rajaratnam's relationship to the Tamil cause in Sri Lanka, and
Sheldon Adelson's transnational electioneering in the Israel-Palestine conflict. Regarding the economy, the
book studies how the Koch brothers' political protection of fossil fuels is affecting climate change mitigation,
and how Rupert Murdoch's opinion-shaping is valorizing conservatism across borders. The chapter on social
entrepreneurship and esteem examines the role of Bill Gates in the governance of global health and George
Soros's attempts to build open societies as a 'stateless statesman'. An analytical conclusion evaluates the prior
findings in order to address three major questions: Is it more appropriate to see billionaires as 'super-actors', or
as a global 'super-class'? What is the relative power of billionaires within the international system? What does
the power of billionaires mean for the liberal norms of legitimate political order?
Shifting Priorities in Russia's Foreign and Security Policy Rémi Piet 2016-03-09 Given the resurgence of Russian
economic capabilities and of Russia's role as a regional, even global, political actor, much of the literature
written more than 4-5 years ago is already dated. The editor and contributors to this timely volume draw upon
a broad range of analysts who deal with various aspects of Russian relations with its neighbours to the West
and to the East. Implications for Russian foreign and security policy are key to understanding Russia's position
in the 21st Century. Readers in Russian foreign and security policy; European, Eurasian, and Asian security; and
contemporary international politics/security will find this volume invaluable.
Uncertain Democracy Lincoln A. Mitchell 2013-06-11 In November of 2003, a stolen election in the former
Soviet republic of Georgia led to protests and the eventual resignation of President Eduard Shevardnadze.
Shevardnadze was replaced by a democratically elected government led by President Mikheil Saakashvili, who
pledged to rebuild Georgia, orient it toward the West, and develop a European-style democracy. Known as the
Rose Revolution, this early twenty-first-century democratic movement was only one of the so-called color
revolutions (Orange in Ukraine, Tulip in Kyrgyzstan, and Cedar in Lebanon). What made democratic revolution
in Georgia thrive when so many similar movements in the early part of the decade dissolved? Lincoln A.
Mitchell witnessed the Rose Revolution firsthand, even playing a role in its manifestation by working closely
with key Georgian actors who brought about change. In Uncertain Democracy, Mitchell recounts the events
that led to the overthrow of Shevardnadze and analyzes the factors that contributed to the staying power of
the new regime. The book also explores the modest but indispensable role of the United States in contributing
to the Rose Revolution and Georgia's failure to live up to its democratic promise. Uncertain Democracy is the
first scholarly examination of Georgia's recent political past. Drawing upon primary sources, secondary
documents, and his own NGO experience, Mitchell presents a compelling case study of the effect of U.S. policy
of promoting democracy abroad.
Putin's Third Term as Russia's President, 2012-18 Larry Black 2018-12-13 This book provides a comprehensive
and systematic overview of Putin s third term as Russia s president. It covers political, international relations,
economic and social issues, and provides a balanced assessment of Putin s successes and failures. These
include the conflict in Ukraine, the annexation of Crimea, scandals associated with the Olympics, Russia s
increasing involvement with Asia, including with the Shanghai Co-operation Organisation, and shifts in the
economy away from huge reliance on energy resources. The book sets Putin s activities as president in their
wider context, discussing his overall popularity, the weakness of potential opposition and the development of
the Russian Federation as a relatively new state.
Responding to a Resurgent Russia Vinod K. Aggarwal 2011-11-25 In this volume, a set of issue and country
experts tackle the questions surrounding the challenges of a resurgent Russia for the world order as well as for
relations between the European Union and the United States. Following a brief introduction laying out the
circumstances of Russia s rise, the book proceeds in three sections. In the first, Russian scholars tackle the

topic of how a newly resurgent Russia sees the world. The second section examines Russia s role in the
contemporary global political economy in terms of trade and financial flows and nuclear energy. The third
section looks at American and European responses to Russia, and the conclusion draws together the findings
from each of the chapters and presents some broad propositions regarding Russia s rise and the challenges
that it presents for the US, EU and the international order in the years to come. The implications of this
collection are very broad and far-reaching, with ramifications for each of the players involved as well as for the
development and refinement of general international relations theories concerning global conflict and
cooperation, making the book relevant for both policy-makers and scholars of international relations, Russian
studies, and international political economy.
Global Elites A. Kakabadse 2011-12-12 Exploring the nature, configuration and influence of global elites, this
book examines the impact of elites on transnational policy development and strategically on corporations as
board members of PLCs and international joint ventures. Overall, the book provides a balanced view of how our
present day elites operate.
The New Cold War Mark Mackinnon 2010-08-13 An intrepid investigation into the pro-democracy movements
that have reshaped the Eastern bloc since 2000, reopening the Kremlin s wounds from the Cold War. When
the Berlin Wall fell in 1989 and the Soviet Union collapsed two years later, liberal democracy was supposed to
fill the void left by Soviet communism. Poland and Czechoslovakia made the best of reforms, but the citizens of
the Evil Empire itself saw little of the promised freedom, and more of the same old despots and corruption.
Recently, a second wave of reforms‒Serbia in 2000, Georgia in 2003 and Ukraine in 2004, as well as
Kyrgyzstan s regime change in 2005 ‒ have proven almost as monumental as those in Berlin and Moscow.
The people of the Eastern bloc, aided in no small part by Western money and advice, are again rising up and
demanding an end to autocracy. And once more, the Kremlin is battling the White House every step of the way.
Mark MacKinnon spent these years working in Moscow, and his view of the story and access to those involved
remains unparalleled. With The New Cold War, he reveals the links between these democratic revolutions ‒
and the idealistic American billionaire behind them‒in a major investigation into the forces that are quietly
reshaping the post- Soviet world.
Putin's Asymmetric Assault on Democracy in Russia and Europe Chris Sampson 2018-04-24 The official U.S.
government report on Russian interference in democracy around the world!Most Americans were surprised to
learn of Russian efforts to manipulate the results of the 2016 presidential election, and have become
increasingly concerned about the vulnerabilities of our democracy. Here for the first time in an official U.S.
government report is the fascinating and detailed account of how ex-KGB agent Vladimir Putin has used
computer hackers, official state spy agencies, and even Russian organized crime thugs over the past thirty years
to achieve his policy agenda?not only for Russian political domination, but also for his own enrichment and the
enrichment of the oligarchs who control almost all aspects of the Russian economy.This complete report
includes chapters on: Putin s Rise and Motivations Manipulation and Repression Inside Russia Old Active
Measures and Modern Malign Influence Operations Weaponization of Civil Society, Ideology, Culture, Crime,
and Energy Kremlin Interference in Semi-Consolidated Democracies and Transitional Governments Kremlin
Interference in Consolidated Democracies Multilateral and U.S. efforts to Counter the Kremlin s Asymmetric
ArsenalIn Putin s Asymmetric Assault on Democracy in Russia and Europe, we learn about Vladimir Putin s
rise to power through the KGB to mayor of St. Petersburg and eventually as head of the Russian state. We
discover the history of how Putin used classic Cold War KGB tactics by weaponizing civil society, culture,
ideology, and Russia s criminal element against the nascent Russian democracy by cultivating and using ties
to NGOs, thinktanks, extremist political groups, the Russian orthodox church, industrial and energy policy, and
the Russian Mafia. We also see how the Kremlin then exported this political extortion, intimidation, and
monetary corruption first to its Eastern European neighbors, then their western partners in the European
Union, and how it has now landed on America s shores.Just as certain people in the intelligence community
became increasingly alarmed at the growing strength and sophistication of Al-Qaeda in the late 1990s, the
senators and staffers of the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations are giving the nation fair warning of a
9/11-level assault on the United States, this time by Russia s spy agencies. Putin s Asymmetric Assault on
Democracy in Russia and Europe reveals not only the history of Russia s devastating tactics, but how to
recognize and counter them.
Historical Dictionary of Ukraine Ivan Katchanovski 2013-07-11 The Historical Dictionary of Ukraine, Second
Edition covers the history of Ukraine and its struggles through a chronology, an introductory essay, appendixes,
and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 700 cross-referenced entries on population,
geography, economy, politics, and culture; descriptions of institutions, cultural monuments, political parties,

battles and wars; and biographical sketches of key individuals in politics, the arts and sciences, the church, and
the military. This book is a vital reference tool for any researcher interested in the history of Ukraine.
Russia in the Twentieth Century David R. Marples 2014-01-14 The history of Russia, as the natural successor to
the Soviet Union, is of crucial importance to understanding why communism ultimately lost out to Western
democracy and the free market system. David Marples presents a balanced overview of 20th century Russian
history and shows that although contemporary Russia has retained many of the practices and memories of the
Soviet period, it is not about to revert back to the Soviet example.
The New Tsar Steven Lee Myers 2015-09-24 An epic tale of Vladimir Putin's path to power, as he emerged from
obscurity to become one of the world's most conflicted and important leaders. Former New York TimesMoscow
Bureau Chief Steven Lee Myers has followed Putin since well before the recent events in the Ukraine, and gives
us the fullest and most engaging account available of his rise to power. A gripping, page-turning narrative
about Russian power and prestige, the book depicts a cool and calculating leader with enormous ambition and
few scruples. As the world struggles to confront a newly assertive Russia, the importance of understanding
Putin has never been greater. Vladimir Putin rose out of Soviet deprivation to the pinnacle of influence in the
new Russian nation. He came to office in 2000 as a reformer, cutting taxes and expanding property rights,
bringing a measure of order and eventually prosperity to millions whose only experience of democracy in the
early years following the Soviet collapse was instability, poverty and criminality. But soon Putin orchestrated
the preservation of a new kind of authoritarianism, consolidating power, reasserting his country's might,
brutally crushing revolts and swiftly dispatching dissenters, even as he retained the support of many.
The Russians Are Coming, Again Jeremy Kuzmarov 2018-05-22 "[This book] is a red flag to restore our historical
consciousness about U.S.-Russian relations, and how denying this consciousness is leading to a repetition of
past follies"--Amazon.com.
Politics Russia Catherine Danks 2014-01-14 Politics Russia provides the most comprehensive, accessible and upto-date introduction to all aspects of the political development of Russia in the post-communist era. Writing
with the undergraduate student specifically in mind, Danks fluent style and masterly grasp of complex
material will make this an indispensable guide for many years to come. Divided into five sections, Politics Russia
maps a clear path towards an understanding of Russia and its politics in the twenty first century. In Part One the
emergence of contemporary Russia is put into context by a consideration of the end of the USSR and the move
towards democratization under Gorbachev. Part Two provides a clear-sighted and stimulating overview of the
nature of the executive and the legislature in contemporary Russia. Part Three examines civil society, the role of
the media and the representative process. Part Four is focussed on the policy process, from foreign and defence
policies to the development of domestic social policies from the provision of healthcare to education. Part Five,
the final, provides an overall consideration the contemporary state of Russia, examining the development from
Yeltsin, to Putin to Medvedev, and considers the possible futures of the region. The book is supported by a host
of pedagogical features, including: Annotated further reading lists Definitions of key political terms Short
biographies of key figures
The Color Revolutions Lincoln A. Mitchell 2012-06-06 This book explores the origins of the Color Revolutions in
Georgia, Ukraine, and Kyrgyzstan, asking what made them possible and what their impact was in each of these
three countries. Ultimately, it argues that they had little impact on democratic development and were as much
reflections of continuity as of radical change.
The Responsibility to Protect in Darfur Abdel Salam Sidahmed 2010-02-15 The Responsibility to Protect in
Darfur traces the development of international intervention in domestic conflict, culminating in the concept of
'Responsibility to Protect' in 2001. The authors explain the background and complexity of the crisis besetting
Darfur, and document U.S. media coverage of the crisis in terms of framing that would mobilize public opinion
behind international intervention.
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